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FLOWS
By Ale G@bsrt and De.&LelResch
An extremely simple computationalmethod is established for
obtaining circulatory flows &round given hod.iesto a high degree of
,accuracyfor flows satisfying the linear pressure and specific-volume
equation of state. The method depends not on en integral equation but
on the transformation frmn the hodogra~h to the @ysicel plene involving
the determination of an arhitrsry anelytic function. The determination
of the arbitrq analytic function by elementary means results in a
close approxhation of the given body.
INTRODUCTION
The reel mathematical problem arising from the theozy of compressible
fluids is the examination by the methods of function theory of the
solutions of the nonlinear first-order simultaneous ~ertial differential
equations:
or of the nonlinear secon-d~rder partial differential eqkations
(@x)x+ (wfy)y= o
(MX + (W)y = 0
.
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where
end x
of the
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@ end V sre the potential snd stream functions, respectively,
and y sre the independent coordinates in the physical pl.aue
position of a psrticle of the flow.
It has been well lmown for hslf a century that a change of the
independent vsriables from the physical coordinates x and y to the
hodograph coordinates El and q transforms the nonlinear system to a
linear one, that is, eq,uatiou (1) become
where
T(q).- ‘
2 dd
(2)
p is the density, sd M the Mach number. Vsrious methods of function
theory have been established for the solutions of the lineer hodograph
equations (references1 to 4). In particular the theory of Z+monogenic
functions, which is essentially a generalization of the theory of
SEdYtic functions (references 3 to 5), has been used with varied
success. Analytic f-unctionsSndz+monogetic functions appear to have “
strong qualitative similarities so that certain solutions of
equations (2) ‘tcorres~ond”to well-own anslytic functions.
Because of the difficulties encountered in attempting to solve
boundary-value yroblems for X*onogenic functions, ~’approx3maten
qualitative solutions mqy be ohtainedmore Eimply by a method of
correspondence. The snsl.ogoushoundsry-value problem (the flow yast
a given body) i; obtained forltticompressiblefluids in the hodograph
plane, aud the correspon~g cmplex potential in terms ofkmnogenic
functions is then used as a solution to a qualitatively similar problem
(reference 6).
This procedure yields a solution in the hodograph plane, which in
general is not in desirable form. The transformation from the hodograph
to the physicsl plsne therefore becomes of basic importance. Use i~
made of the transformation of Gelb=rt (reference 7) wMch was also
established by Lin snd Germin (references8 end 9). For the isentropic
,.
.—-—_—
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equation of state the transfomnation
:?
. .
3’
has the Mfferentiel f“brm:
(3) “
Under the assumption that the p?essure and specific%olume”relation is
a lineer relation,l the hodograph equations of the flow, as in the
incom2ressi131ecase, are essentially reduced to the Cauc&4?ie~
equations,
functions.
relatively
so that ‘~ aud ~ in equation (3) ere essent~ally harmonic
This enables the transitional equation to he written in a -
simple form: .
(4)
where ~ is the po~ition vector in an auxiliary @sne, G(~) is the
complex yotentisl of the incompressible fluid flow eround a circle in
this plane, with or without circulation,‘ f(&J is an er’bitraq anelytic
function of ~ end the ler over the integrsl term indicates the complex
conjugate. If g takes on the mikes at the points of a streamline of
a flow eround the circle in the ~=plene, equation (4) is the parametric
representation of a streamline in the I@sical plene. The circle as a
streamline in the ~=plane is transformed into the obstacle as a stream-
line in the z-plane.
Since for each analytic f(~) there corres~onds a compressible
flow and vice versa, it is therefore“necessaryonly to determine f(~)
..
such that the circle in the ~—planemaps into.a given body h the z=@.ne
by means of equation (4) in order to solve the direct problem, that is,,.
to obtain the compressible fluid flow mound a given body. This paper
does not attempt to give an exact solution to this problem. The object
of the paper is to find an e.nelytic.f(~) by elementary and simple means
such that equation (4) is a mapping of the circle onto the given hody ‘
to a high degree of accuracy.
This is done by considering the following meximum+@imumpr oblem:
, For l~l=R, to find en analytic f(~) such that themaximumvelue of
La
lSuch an assumption was first consideredby Chaplygin (reference 10)
end later reconsidered by K&&l, Tsien, Bers, Gelbart, end others
* (references 7 and 11 to 13).
--- —. - . . ... . ———— .—_.. .. —. —_-_— —.—+. . ...Z -—. ———-.-—--
--—- --.-———— _..... .
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shall le a minimum,where m(~) is the analytic function that maps the
exterior of the circle onto the exterior of the given W@, the ~oint
at infinity remaining ftied. The technique of this payer was less
specificaJ3y set forth in a layer by Bsrtnoff and &lbart (reference 14)
snd consists in eqanding each side of the equation
in a power series in eib snd solving for the
by equating the coefficients of the twins with
stiplicity of this procedure is obvious.
coefficients of f(~)
like powers of eib. The
By setting up en integral equation smd solving it by successive
approximationsBers (reference 15).is able to obtain exact solutions.
Though the computations sre not too long they sre many times longer
than those presented h this payer.
This investigation was cerried out at E@acuse University under
the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National
Advisoq Caurmitteefor Aeronautics.
SY-MBOIS
potentisl function
.stresmfunction
,..
Csrtesian coordinates in physicsl plme
complex variable in physical plsne
ccmplex vsriable in auxiliary plane
ccmplex mriable in distotied hodograph plane
magnitude of velocity ‘ ‘
direction of velocity inphysicsl plane ,
+
~
velocity vector
m
~
magnitude of distorted velocity
.
— .—---
. ..-. —. ---—
5“
,
,,
.
a’ .
f(g),w(~) “
u)(g)
An,j30,%n,
Bn,Dn
k,K,P,Q
‘1’T2
magnitude of velocity at infinity
velocity of undisturbed
pressure
density
s~eed of sound
ratio of s~ecific heats
Mach number
stream Mach nurnler
incompressible flow
c6m@ex potential of flow around circle in ~-ylane
complex potentisl of compressible fluid flow
circulation of incompressible flow
angle of attack of incompressible flow around circle
angle of attack of ccmqressible flow around airfoil
-tic functions
conformal mapping of exterior of circle onto efierior
of Joukowski profile
radius of circle in ~=plane
variable between O and 2Jr
constsnt in Joukowski
auxiliary constsnt&
Constxults
mapping
functions of q definedly equations (2)
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0,1 as sutmcripts, particular velues of veriables “
II .tith SYMbOl, absolute ~~ue
over
with
term, coqlex
symbol, tOtaJ-
conjugate
derivative
TBE FUND~ RELATIONS
two-WmZlsioneJ-,The four fundamental laws governing the steady,
irrotational-flow of sn idesl fluid are: The equation of state,
p=kP7 - “ ~ (5)
where p is.the pressure> p the density, 7 the ratio of the
specific heats, end k a constant; Bernoullits equation,
~2
J
Q= constant
,T+P
the continuity equation,
(6)
(7)
end the circulation equation,
( ).curl~ =0’
.(8)
Of these “fourlaws the latter two, the cont~tity equation end the
circulation equation, give rise to the potential function ~, given by .
, where g h the magpitude of the velocity ’ofa perticle at the point x,y ‘
of the flow end 6 its direction, and to the stream function $, given
by
d~ = +qsin6dx+Pqcos G@l (lo)
-—
—
m.
.
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From the fact that d~ and d~ sre exact differentials it follows
that
(IL)
Multiplying each side of ‘equation(.10)by L and adding to equation (9),
.P
(12)
Equation (12) is the mapping function from the hodograph plane to the
physical ylane.
By differentiating equation (12) ftist with respect to G and the
result tith resyect to “q snd equating that with the differentiation
taken in-the reverse o~der, the hodograph equations of the flow sre
obtained from the real end the Wgiq prts:
From equations (5) and (6)the following relations are obtained:
a2
=%2–?~2
where a 2=9is the velocity of sound with a @>
(14)
.
. .—
-- —-- -.-.- .-—- ..- .————. ... .....—.-- ——.. .._ ____ ._ .=_ __ ___ ._._ __ _____
.
. . .. ... .
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$=$=.:g= ~2
Y -lq2
ao2 – T
(16)
(17)
where the subscript zero indicates the stagnation state. It is
convenient to normalize the constants so that PO ‘%=1” ‘Msis
equivalent to introducing the dimensionless variables P/,0 /smdq~. “
From equation (17),equations (13)become
Upon replacing
$&’$$q
.1$*=-*%
equation (5) ly
P
(,)
1
–pl=k~-~
,.
equations (14) to (17) become
a2=~=_k
~
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
—..— —-—.—.
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Frcm eqtitions (22) and (23) it follows that
‘,
1 -.M2
—=
~2
1
Thus equations (18)become .
9
(24)
(25)
There is sn elementsq transfomation that will reduce equatio~ (25)
to the Cauchy4?iemann equat~ons. By a change of the inde~endent
variables frcm 8,q to f3,q, where
(26)
i~inity, equations (25)and qm is the magnitude of the velocity at
become
.’ $Q=v~
f$:=-$6
1 .
.
After the integration has been performed, equation (26)becames
(27)
z =log.
?-
(28)
l+l+qz
where
l+++qmp
K= (29) -
.
.
. .-— ..._-.
-—-—.—--—- .-— --- ——–—— —-——–-—.,. --. ———. –__________ __
. —.. . .. ——.—-——
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where fl= @ + i$. nom equations (28) and (22),
dz=&iwd~-~i; dfi “ “
2.
where W.e+i: snd O is sn anfii.yticf~ction of w. Thus,
(30)
,,.
(31)
(32)
The function O is the ccmplex potentisl of ,acompressible flow
in the physicel plane or in the hodograyh plane, depending on in which
plane it is leing considered. However, if Sl is considered as a
function of w, it is analytic and represents the complex potential
of em incompressible fluid flow in the w~l=e.
Equation (32) will therefore rehain invariant under ~ conformsl
transformation w = w(c). By setting
2f’(E)
w(g) = –i log —
KGX(~)
equation (32) takes on the convenient form
1 rwrd~z=f(g)–~ /’ f’(c) -
(33)
(34)
—..—-
.–—
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where G(C) = Q[~K)] ~d
of g. Since w = e + iq,
.
pressible fluid flow csm le
f(~) is an erbitrsry analytic function
the magnitude of the velocity of the cam- ,
obtained f%om equations.(33)and (28), for
e--iee~.If(i’(~)
2 f’(c)’ q%) = 0 “
and
It is clear from equation (36)that IG:/ZY’I
It appeers to le most convenient to fix
(35)
(36)
<1.
G(?) to %e the ccimplex ‘
potential of a uniform flow past a circle of ratius R ‘in the ~-&ne
with a constant circulation of magnitude I’;that is,
and
r = 4Yqi,# SiII~i
(37) -
(38) “
where q is the angle of attack snd is the velocity at itiinityr
%..
.
of the incompressible fluid flow past the circle in the ~~laue. If
mapping (34)is to keep the point at infinity fixed snd is to he such
that ~ is to he bounded, then f’(~) must have the form
(39)
This payer deals only with flows of this type.
‘ Thus, from equation (35), b. determines the velocity of the flow
at infinity. It is easily verified that the proper choice of b,
insures that the mqping of the circle from the \=@ane to the s~ream–
line in the z=plane will also le a closed curve. !lYleother coefficients
of f’(~), and thus f(~), may be so determined that the flow be past
“ a preassigned obstacie.
~ It is this procedure that is followed in this yaper.
.. . ... . -_.._ .... —+___—..—._
. .— ..- -—c .
. ..-— — -—————=. ___
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THE DETERMINATION OF TkE AM31TRARY ANAZYTIC FONC?T<ON f(~)
.
.
If the function f(~) has been fixed in equation (34),then each ~
yoi’ntin the ~–ph.ne exterior to the circle R is mapped into a yoint
in the z~lane such that-the velocity of the compressible flow at the
point z is given by formula (36)and the bofidery of”the
circle ]~] = R goes into a closed streamline in the z~lsne (assuming
31 has been suitably chosen). Therefore, to solve the Wect problem,
that is, to obtain auniform flow past a preassigned body, one need oily
detetine f(~) such that the trensfonna.tionin equation (34)transforms
the circle IKI=R into apreaasigneds~pe. (Itisassuned inthis
paper that the nonformal-mapping of.the exterior of a circle cmto the
exterior of &my simple closed curve is given. See references I-6and 1’7.).
Becausethe left4mnd side of equation (34)is not an enalytic
function, the mapping of the circle onto the preassigned curve is not
identical, point by point, with the conformal mapping.of the circle onto
the preassigned curve. Denote the nonformal.mapping by @ =u(C). The
assumption of this pap,er,in order to obt~ a s@le and him acc~ate;
though not exact, mesns of obtain3.ng f(~), is that the inverse -es
of the two mappings, the confo- ~d the one given by e~~tion (34)>.
of the ssme point on the”given curve subtend a smell sngle at the center
of the circle < =Reib, O =.5 <211. This is undoubtedly true for
airfoil shapes, as has been shown by the computations of this paper.
That it also is true for curves of circular shapes has been verified in
the paper by Bsrtnoff and
On the basis of this
f(~)
Gellsrt (reference 14).
,
assumption the maximumnvilue of
(40)
‘5 By equating the coefficients of like powersisemall for ~=Re .
of ei5 in z(c) andin u(~), sndthus determi~g f(!), it iS
assumed that the terms neglected in this process will.le small. This
has %een verified for the cases chose-nin this paper end in reference 14.
The process here menticmed.till now%e applied to the case of a
symmetric Joukowski airfoil for a given angle of attack a and a flow
whose speed at infinity.is ~m. The fact that a symmetric Joukowski
. .
airfoil is chosen instead of a general
restriction. The ssme ~thod tith the
to all airfoil shapes.
airfoil is by no means a necessery
ssme simplicity can be applied ..
.–-——— .
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“
To’sat~s~ tineKutta~oukowski condition at
flow yast the circle ( = Reib with an angle of
circulation
is given by
r =+q i,mR sin ai
the trailing edge, the
attack q or a
The stagnation points on the circle occur at b = 0° end
Taking the derivative of G(g) and substituting equation
Squsring each side of equation (43),
(41)
. (42)
5 = 186° + 2a+.
(41)for r, -
(43)
where ‘
“,
‘o
=1
. Al = 4SReiai sinai “
2ia.
‘2 =
~2e
(= 1’+
A3 = ~jR3e3i%sin
~ 4iai
A4=Re
2 sin2@
9“
(44)
---- .. _.. _
-—–- –—–-—--— ---- -—-..—--————.. ___
—. —.—._..:_ ._. _.-_::__
.. .. . .
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Hence
..
(45)
(46)-
so that
1 = I@30
“} (47)o = hpo +,l l l + ~oBn> n>O
Equations (47) cen be solved for Bn:
(M)
Bn = (2–&b O+. l l+blBn_l30 )J
.
~or later use B1 ~d 13p in terms of the unlmown constsnts bn ere
given:
Now it is possible to write
%B1 . -—
bo2
b2 + l)f
‘2 =-— —
.
bop bos 1’(49) ‘
(50)
.
.,
.
— .-
.—
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.
where
D= = A@n+. . •+A~Bn~
Thus,
\
and
.
f(~) s b_l + bOc +
On the circle & = Reib,, equhtion
z = b_l + b@ei5 -i-bl log R +
0,2iG. / “
b
n+l
n ?
(34)beccm.es
(5U
(52)
(53)
(5W
. The Joukowski transformaticjnthat mays the exterior of a cticle of
radius R onto the exterior of an airfoil is given by
.
U)(!) (R - ,)2—.
‘-G+C+ C-E
where e is the center of the circle that is tipped
the circle ~ = Rei5, equation (55)booms
() m (R-q) 2cn-1a Rei5 = -e + Rei5 + z
n=l Rn’
. (55)
onto a striy. On
----- ..— —.. +._ .. ... . .. .__-_-..----
—____ . .... .._ ____ . .. . . ..___
. . . . ..
. .
16
Zquating coeffici.entsof like terms in equatio~ (54)
following simultaneous equations for %n sre obtained:
Snd
(R - G)2#-1 : bn+l, n~2”
Rn fin
NACA TN “2057
.
~d (56), the
,
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
Since Dn is a function of boj bl, “ “ “, bn otiy, ecj.uatio~ (58) j
(59), =a (60) CELUbe solved for 3., bl, and b2. Once these sre
obtained, equation (57) cm be trivi~ sol~ed for b_l.
Equation (61)
can also be trivi~ solved for bn~ n >3. It remsim then only tb
solve equatio~ (58)~ (59)~ ~d (60) fOr bo> bls ad b20
Equation (59), it s“houldbe pointed out, is the condition m’ bl
‘b by equation (34) be a closed ,that the mapping’of the circle ~ = Re
ctcme.
Equatiom (58), (59)> ad (Go)me deffiteq not ~ne~ e~u;&ons
in b. or 5.. But if, frm eq=tion (35),the ~~ue of ~,=
terms of bO is substitute-dtito the three equatiom they becm line=
is the absolute value of “ thatin Po, bl, ad b2S where FJO bo~
iS, PO = Ibo.o -
——. — —— -—
—
. .
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For the petit at infinity equation (35)givesrise”tothe relation
(62)
or
.
–q-q = ~ ~–y-i)%,m=~boe o (63)
where a is the angle of attack of the compressible fluid flow past the
airfoil, and
l?+ m.Fl+l+cp m
O<p<l
Since qi,~ and P are real, the argument
‘(q). Equation (63) then becomesor b. = 130e
~qcu= 2Pf30
(64) “
(65)
‘f b. *t’be ‘-.%
(66) “
.,
After substituting equation (66) and ~. = $ into equation (60),
.
‘o
$$oR2ei(-i), (67)
Now
.
(68)
.
..-..-:—____ , ____ ____ _.- __________ _ _______. .-
—... .-. —. —.——.__.. ._
_.——
..— —.—-—.-—— -——.—..——
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The substitution of this end equation (66) into equation (59) yields
(69)
The complex conjugate of equation (69) results in
51 & ~2e+i~ ~ –4i#Re-i%0 sin ai
and %Y su~stituti~ equation (~0) into equation (69), equation (69)
(70)
becomes” . .
k –l?4’bl+4iPbeiaPo
Hence
Sinai=o (71)Bincq- 4iP%leiupo
4iP%eia sin ai :
% = P.
1+P2
.
(72)
Woceeding as before,
-iai-
F2 “ E12 4iRe bl sin ai
=-—
g2 +5+
00
;.2
,,
+?icq
!2R2e ,(1 + 2 Sinzq ) (73)
i).
.
-.—..——
..
c.
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The substitution of this as welJ. as equations (72) snd (67)into
equation(58)yieldsa linearequationin PO:
R2 =
16P6R%i(~)p 2sin a.
(1+ I?$
1’ +
l@%2ei(-)~osin2q
1+P2
Thus the solution,for B. csn be written
(74) “
(75)
In determining the coefficients of f(~) it is desirable to do
so in terms of qm and &, which sre to be considered as preassigned.
The quantity ai must then be considered as an unlnown. The four ‘ .
equations for j30, hl, b2, and Ui are then equations (58), (59),
(60), ~d (.63). Since PO mwthere~, CLi c~n~e obtained bY “
setting the imaginsry part of equation (75) equal to zero”:
{
Im p
}
‘i(-i)
–~2e2ia(R– ~)~e .=0
.
(76)
.-.-.— —._ ._. ._. ——________,. --- ..—
–————- - ---—— .——— --- ________ _____–._
20
or
. —.—...—— .— — —— _A. .. . . ... ... .
‘2 ‘h P- ad-.P2(R- ‘)2‘h @+“)=0
NACA TN 2057
(77)
Hence #
.
!E!%Q=(sin a + ai ) (78)
It is seen from equation(78)that Q “S ~ositi~e”. fi~ e~wtion (78)
sin ai cos a — cos .aisin Q
sin ai.cos a + cos a
=Q (79)
‘ sin a
.
and
. . 1- ‘==Q~+a) . ~ ~ , (80]
Then for ai:
where
Q=
Since O Za<”$, q
and ai 2a. When a=O,
. .
To oht.ain hn, n ~ 3,
[1P(R–e) 2R
tan a
<1 “
elweys has a solution between O
% =00 - “
equation (61) iS solved:
1)(R - e)2En-, nZ3
(81)
(82)
x
and Z!
.
.
(83)
,.
.
.. —..--.. ——
.-
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.
..
,
(84)
Also,
‘here u’ bo~ w and ‘b2 are given by the equations (57),(75),
(72),snd (67). ,
.
The fact that a Joukowski ai~oil was chosen is in no way a lwta– .
tion of the method. The semm ~rocedure could be followed with the SW
simplicity for the conformel mapping function o(E) = A_l~ + ~ An /~n
n=O ‘
of the etierior of a circle onto the exterior of an arbitrary a&foil
shape, the point at infinity remaining fixed ‘&ndthe value of the
derivative at infinity being bounded.
If nonsymmetric’Jo&owski s$rfoils are co~idered, there is n~
essential change in the representation”of bn. Here, G wofid be complex~.
,
but at no point in tliework has it ~een esseritislthat e be re~.
It sho~d be remsrked that the method of this paper does not yield
an exact solution of the direct problem, but for practical purposes”
gives a veqy good approximation to the exact solution. However, the
results obtained by this method are exact for the’flow aro&d a.body
that c= be computed readi~ and for which there is a.precise mathe-
ma.ticslexpression
j
such as the Joukowski airfoil used in the example.
Bers (reference 15 approaches this problem by.mesns of an integral
equation, which yields exact res@.ts whenever the iteration process is
valid,’but the computations me ‘much more involved.
.-
. .
. . -- -. ..... ... . -L.___ . _ __________--------___
-— —— . ...-.—
-———----——--——— .-.—. .—..—.— —
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RFSUUTS OF COMFUCATIONS
CqutatioW have been csrried out for a given Joukowski profile
having the following gecmmtric characteristics: e = 0.15 and R = 1.15.
The constants of the transformation for free-tream Mach nmil)ersof 0.!5
end 0.685 sre given in table 1. The velocity distributions calculated
for the actual profiles for vsrious angles of attack and the same two
vslues of the M&ch num~er ore given in tables 2 md 3 and plotted in
figures 1 ~a 2. Tables 4 and 5 pesent the pessure distributions
corres~onMng”tothe velocity distrihtionsof tables2 and 3.
The velocity-computed at the trailing edge (~ =R) is zero unavoid–
ably lecause G’(~) is zero at this point in the formula
.
.=_Ml-
[1G’(g) 2 ,l-— =’ (c)
(86)
end f‘(~) is not zero. The exact f(~) which maps a circle onto a
Joukowski mrofile would have a zero derivative, but the one obtained by
the presen~ method is only sn approximation. Accordingly, the
for’ b = 0° and 3600have been omitted from tables 2 to 5 and
figures 1 and 2.
. .
ACCURACY
The methods of this paper are pr=ily for computational
data
.
purposes
and are to le Judged hy the simplicity and accuracy of the computations.
The body for which%he exact flow is.given ly the work of thik ,
paper is represented by the equation .
(87)
where u(~) is the mapping .functionof the given body. The accuracy
then depends on how small the second term ofthe right-d side of
equation (87) ib on the circle ~ =Reib. The ordinates for the given
body and for the one obtained from equation (87) sre given in table 6 .
for Mm = 0.68s and ai = OO; the corresponding profiles are given .
——. ——
.–-— —.—
—— —
.
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.
in figure 3. For this case, the series term in equation (87) is sm
alternating series of decreasing terms whiclrhegins with the temn
.invol~ing E3.
than its first
exceed 0.0002.’
The error in neglecting the remainder is then elwsys less
term. The maximum value of the term involving fi12 did not
11 5=+1
The sum >X on ~ =Reib was computed snd nowhere
.
n+ n~”
exceeded 0.022.
The mapping function f(g)
a given body not only depends on
stream velocity and the anale of
to be determined for a given flow around
the’givefibody but also on the free–
attack. This-implies that the body
obtained from map ing (87) veries s~ghtly for different free+rtream
?flow, although u ~) remains fixed.
In talle 3 end figure2 of’thepresentpaperand also in the paper
by Bers (reference 15) sre data for the velocity distribution of the
flow sround a Joulcowskiairfoil, for which 6 = O.1~, R = 1.15,
Mm =0.685, and ai = 2° 27:. Although a precise comparison csnnot be
made since there is no precise wsy of fixing the >oints of coqmrison,
the two”results appesr to capsre quite favorably.
Syracuse University
S~acuse, I?.Y., October 27, 1947
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TABEE 1.–. comm.mrs OF mm &OWION
Mm = 0.5; qm= 0.5774; I?= 0.2679; ~ = o.15; R = 1=15 ~
a 0° 4° 29* 8°598 130313 18° 5~
P. 1.0976 1.0934 1.1063 1.1243 1.1431
,% IR 0.0000 0.0255 0.0515 “ 0.0780 0.1048
1 + 1)2/R2 0.0788 0.0785 0.0794 0.0807 0.0821_
~ip 0.5881 0.%+8 0.5928 0.6024 0.6125
Mm = 0.685; ~m = o.g402; I?= 0.3g63; @ = o.15; R = 1J5
a Oo 2° 43~ “30 56~ 70 54f ll” 559
FQ I.2k-03 L 2390 1.2351 L 2619 1.2966
Ibll/R 0.0000 0.0405 0.0585 0.SL90 0.1823
IIl+b2 R2 0.1949
0.1946 0.1940 0.1982 0.2037
0.9831 0.9820 0.9789 1.0002 1.0277 ‘
~i,a
.
.-
{
--—
..— — L------
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TviBLE2.– VELOCQ7Y DISTRIBUTION q q/al FoR v-mom AJ!KZESOF A!ITACK
[M== o.~; G =,o.l~; R = 1.15
6 0° 5° 10° 15° .20°
10 0.875 o:% 0.867 -0.855 0.840
20 .889 .901 .902 . .896
.912 .926 .941 .950
E
.954
.943 ;967 .991 1.009 l.oa
50 .982.. 1.016 l.o’jo 1.079 1.“101
60 1.027 1.073 - l.llg 1.161 1.195
70 1.077 1.137 1.199 1.255 1.328
1.129 . 1.207 1.287 1.362 1.430
$“ 1.182 1.283 1.385 1.484 1 l 575
100 1.234 1.362 1.492 1.6ZZL 1.743
110 1.281 1.443 1.6sL 1.777 1.941
120 1.319 I.526 1.741 1.960 2.179
130 1.342 1.608 1.887 2.177 2.478
140 1.339 “ 1.684 2.054 2.449 2.874
lW 1.285 1.744 2.249 2.809 3.444
160 1.I26 1.749 2.4~ 3.297 4’.332
170 :734 1.550 2.542 3.839 .5.685
la :000 .875 1.955”
. ;.52; 6.218
Igo .734 .000 l792 3.423
200 1.I.26 .560 .000 ~609 I.362
210 1.285 .852 .431 .000 .467
220 1.339 i.oo2 .674 .“343 .000
230 1;342 1.077 .816
.553 .283
240 1.319 1.107 .989 “.685 .466
250 1.281 1.11o .942 .768 .587
260 1.234 1.096 .960 .817 .668
270 1.182 1.071 .961 .844 .720
280 1.129 1.040
.950 .855 9753
290 1.077 1.005 .934 .856 .771
300 1.027 .970 .914 :851 . ‘ .781
310
:;;
.938 .894. .844 ‘ -
.787
320 .910 .876 .837 ..791
330 .912 .888 :864 “.834 .797
340 l 889 :873 ~ ;;~; .837 , .&g
350 .875 ,.869 .850 .832
. .
.—. ...—---- . . ..- . . ...-= .—. -..___ ..—_. —.—-—. —— ——— . ,..—..— - ----–—.
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TABIz 3.– W!ZOCXPYDISTRIBUTloIig/!lmFOR VARIOUSANGUS OF A!ITACK
\
ai
5’
10
20
%
50
60
70
80
90
100
SLo
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190 -
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270 ‘
280
290
300
310
320
330
340 ~
350 I
~
[ Mm= 0.685; e = 0.15; R = 1.157
0°
0.876
.894
l 919
l953
.996
1.045
1.100
1.159
l.z?lg
1.279
1.333
1.377
1.403
1.400
1.338
. 1.157
.731
.000
.731
1.157’
1.338
1.400
,1.403
1.377
1.333
I.279
1.219
1.159
1.100
1.045
.996
l953
.919
.8g4
.876
0.870
.897
.929
.970
1,022
1.079
1.145
1.2L8
1.295
1.375
1.J+56
1.535
1.608
1.666
L 691
I.627
1.320
.583
.224
.741
1.013
1.146
1.205
1.219
1.207
1.179
1.140
~.096
1.051
1.007
.967
.932
.905
.885
.876
5°
0l 866
.896
.931
.976
1.029
L 092
1.162
1.241
1.326
1.416
1.510
1.605
1.700
1.789
1..860
1.864
1.637
.893
.000
.565 ~
.874.
1.036.
1.IJ.6
1.148
1.149
1.132
1.102
1.066
1.026
.987
.952
.920
.896
.881
.877
-1
10°-
0.858
.904~
.949
1.004
1.069
L146
1.234
1.334
1.445
1.569
1.707
1.860
2.034
2.235
2.475
2.746
2.908
2.280
.856
.000
.442
.696
.846
.931
.977
.994
.992
l979
l959
.936
.913
.893
.879
.873
.878
15°
0.843 .
.907
.963
L 028
1.106
1.197
1.303
1.425
L 566
1.727
1.913
2.133
2.401
2.7U
3.212
3.902
4.875
5.092
2.453
.684
.000
.358
.576
.714
.800
.851
0877
.887
.885
.878
.868
.860
.856
.859
.873
. .
—.——— .
.
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TABLE4.– FRESSDREDISTRIBUTION P/p. FOR VARIOUS ANGLES OF AT!CACK
[Mm= O.~; G = 0.15; R =1.151
5
00 5° 100 15° 200
10 1.120 1.SL9 1eu8 1.SL5 “ 1.111
20 1.124 1.126 1.127.. 1.127 1.126
1.130 1.134 1.138 1.141 1.142
E 1.139 1.145 1.152 1.157 1.161
w 1.150 1.159 1.169 1.178 1.185
60 I.163 1.176 1.191 1.204 1.215
70 1.178 1.196 1.zL6 1.235 I.260
80 1.194 l.z?lg’ 1.246~ 1.272 1.297
90 1.ZU 1.244 1.281 1.317 1e352
100 1.228 1.272 1.320 1.370 1.419
110. 1.244 1.302 1.366 1.433 L 502
120 L 257 1.333 1.418 1.510 L 607
130 1.265 1.365 1.479 1 l 606 1.746
140 1.264 1.395 1.551 “ 1.732 1.938
150 1.245 1.419 1.639 1e905 2.226
160 1.193 1.421 1.736 2.151 2.694
170 1.086 1.342 1.776 2.432 3.432
180 1.000 1.120 1.508 2.268 3.727
190 1.086 1.000 1.100 1.448 2.S5
200 1.193 1.051 1.000 . 1.060 1.272
210 1.245 1.h5 1.030 1.000 1.036
220 1.264 1.155 1.073 1.019 1.000
230 1.265 1.178’ 1.106 1.050 1.013
240 1.257 1.187 1.126 1.075 1.036
250 1.244 1.188 1.138 1.094 1.056
260 1.228 1.184 1.143 1.106 1.072
270 1.176 1.144 1.SL2 1.083
280 $:$ 1.166 1.141 1.SL5 1.090
290 1.178 1.156 1.136 1.13.6 1.095
300 1.163 1.146 1.131 1.114 1.097
310 1.150 1.137 ~&125 1.SL2 I.098
320 1.139 1.130 1.121 1.ISL 1.099
330 1.130 1.124 1.118 1.SLO 1.101
340 1.124 1.120 1.u6 1.SU 1.104
350 1.120 l.llg 1.u8 1.SL4 1.109
.
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TABLE 5.–2RHXJRE DISTRDt%lTOIi~/pO FOR VXRIOUS AISGLESOF A!ITAOX
[ M~ = 0.685; e = 0.15; ,R = 1.15]
10
20
::
50
60
70
80
90
100
n-o
120
130
140
lx ‘
160
170
180
190
200
2L0
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
00
1.295
1.306
1.322
“1.343
1.370
1.402
1.439
1.479
1.521
1.564
1.603
1.636
I.656
1.653
L 607
1.477
1.213
1.000
1.213
1.477
1.607
1.653
1.656
I.636
1.603
1.564
1.521
1.479
1.439
1.402
1.370
1.343
1.322
1.306
1.295
2° 27t
1.292
1.308
L 328
1.354
1.387
1.424
1.46g
1.520
1.576
L 635 -
“1.695
1.756
1.812
1.858
1.878
1.827
1.594
1.140
1.022
1.219
1.381
1.470
1.5U.
1.521
-1.513
1.493
1.466
1.436
I_.406
1.377
1.351
1.330
1.313
1.301
1.296
5° . 100 . 15°
1.290
1.308
1.329
1.357
1.391
i.433
1.481
1.537
1.598
I.665
1.285
1.312
1.340
1.375
1.418
1.470
1.532
L 604
1.687
1.782 .
1.+36 1.891
)..810 2.015
1.886 2.158
1.957 . 2.327
2.015 2.532
2.018 2.769
1.836 2.9U
1.306 2.365
1.000 1.283
1.133
. 1*000
1.294
1.396
1.449
1.471
1.472
1.460
1.440
1.416
1.390
1.365
I.083
1.195
1.278
1.329
1.358
I.369
1.368
1.359 ,
1.346
1.332
1.342 1.318
1.322 1.306
I.308 1.297
1.298 1.294
1.296 1.296
1.276
1.314
1.349
1.391
1.443
1.505
1.582
L 672
1.780‘
1.907
2.058
2.241
2.469
2.766
3.182
3.802
4.6g2
4.8gz
2.514
1.18g
1.000
1.055
1.137
1.204
1.251
1.281
1.296
1.302
1.301
1.297
1.291
1.286
1.284
1.286
1.294
I I
.
.
.
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TAHGE 6.–THE JOUKOWSKIAND ACTUAL2ROFlIJE#
[Mm = 10.685; ai = 00
5
‘J ‘A YJ YA
o
.2.000. .2.022 0.000 0.000
10 1.960 1.980 i001 .009
20 1.842 1.859 .008 .023
1.654 1.664
E
.025 .@5
-1.407 1.409 .055 .077
‘l.llk 1.108 .
%
.097 .lJ7
.788 l775 .147
.442
.164
70
.423
80
.200 .al
.089 .068 .251 .255
90
–.262
-.282 .295 .291
100
–.599 -0.616 .326 ,314
llo –.915 a. 926 .342 .325
120
–1.203
-1.205 .340 .320
130
–1 .457 –1.A52 .319 l 300
i40
-I-.672 -1.660 .28Q .266
150
–1 .843
–1.827 .225 l 219
160 –I.968
-1.955 .158 - .160
170
–2.044.
-2.038 .081 .086
180
–2.069 –2.068 .000 .000
—
.
‘Joukowski: zJ = xJ + iyJ
Actual :
‘A = XA ;,iyA
.
.
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